
HOW TO WRITE A SYSTEM OF LINEAR INEQUALITIES FROM A GRAPH

To write an inequality from a graph, determine the equation of the line, the direction of the inequality (greater or less
than), and whether the equation includes the.

For example, in Figure 1, the linear inequality is represented on the coordinate plane. And let's think about its
slope. Well, we're told right over here she requires 35 grams of sugar per cupcake. Let's see, "Write an
inequality that represents "the condition based on the number of grams of flour. So first we just have to figure
out the equation of this line. So this is the total sugar from the cupcakes. That's the point 0, negative 2. A
linear inequality on the plane can have one of the following forms: Notice that all of these linear inequalities
have linear equations, which can be associated with them if we replace the inequality with an equality. It's not
a dashed line. A strict inequality, such as would be represented graphically with a dashed or dotted boundary
line. So if I went back 4, if delta x was negative 4, if delta x is equal to negative 4, then delta y is equal to
positive 2. You could have said, hey, what happens if I go back 4 in x? And so you could actually, if you
wanted to, you could say, "What pairs of C and M "satisfy both of these inequalities? After completing this
tutorial, you will be able to complete the following: Write a system of linear inequalities in two variables that
corresponds to a given graph. Choose a test point not on the boundary line. Recall that a system of linear
inequalities is a set of linear inequalities in the same variables. So this is the total amount of flour that she is
going to use and this has to be less than or equal to grams. So times M. That is the inequality that is depicted
in this graph, where this is just the line, but we want all of the area above and equal to the line. Its y-intercept
is right there at y is equal to negative 2. And just to reinforce, you could have done this anywhere.
Graphically, we represent an inclusive inequality by representing the boundary line with a solid line. Now let's
see, this next question. So 50 grams per cupcake times the number of cupcakes. In addition, the half-plane
involves a shaded portion of the plane either above or below the boundary line or to the left or right of a
vertical boundary line. So how much sugar she's gonna use for the cupcakes? Its y-intercept is right there. Let's
say that x is equal to 2. So here they've graphed a line in red, and the inequality includes this line because it's
in bold red. I just want to reinforce that it's not dependent on how far I move along in x or whether I go
forward or backward. We can use the method described above to find each linear inequality associated with
the boundary lines for this region. Let me do that in a darker color. This is an inclusive inequality since it can
be interpreted as or meaning we wish to include the equality. So it's all the area y is going to be greater than or
equal to this line. Now, this inequality includes that line and everything above it for any x value. Graphing
two-variable linear inequalities Video transcript Write an inequality that fits the graph shown below. If the
inequality is of the form then the region above the line is shaded and the boundary line is solid. So how would
we express that as an inequality? And so if you add them together, this is a total sugar that she's using and
we're told that she needs to use up at least grams of sugar. Let me get rid of that 1.


